
Tricorn inquisiTorial archive: scinTilla

++Begin signal intercept++ajunct+Astropath primarisec/seven/omega+++ 

++Redirect Solomon+++

++warning-warning-aetheric corruption registered-origin unknown-warning-warning++

+potential-Moral-threat-engaging-Hexagramatic-safeguards++
++signal-Begins++

“Lord Inquisitor Caidin, I present to you a brief report and overdue 
summation of my investigations regarding the 

recent disturbances regarding the Haarlock Rogue Trader dynasty. The 
thread of the so-called 

“Traveller++++++signal corrupted+++ led me on a difficult path to the 
pleasure world of Quaddis. 

It is a forbidden world, steeped in wickedness, and dark forces are 
gathering around this most infamous event, the dark secrets of the 
entire sector gathered like maggots on a corpse.. ++++++data corrupt 
unrecoverable+++I speak of course of the Grand  Conjunction that leads into 
the Revel of Darkness.

--Signal Fragment lost--

One of my retinue,++++++-deleted-deleted+++++ a most trusted servant, 
has uncovered more rumors that link my suspicions sinister and lavish +++++ 
by the line of Haarlock. It is +++corrupted++++ the Revel will take place, 
+++++++corrupted unrecoverable++++his vile Beast House slavers have arrived 
here on Quaddis several weeks ahead of me, and I have had  great difficulty 
obtaining any local assistance in tracking them down, even were I to make 
my rank known here it would only worsen the matter.

--Signal Fragment lost--
...deep suspicions lay with a labyrinth of  rusted metal, a decaying 

industrial undercity known as the Red Cages. 

I have heard the name “Vault 13” whispered amongst the dregs who haunt 
this ancient place, and I will soon lead my retinue to investigate further, 
but I cannot help feel my presence may have been comprised and there is 
more at work amid this whirlwind of malignancy and decadence than even I 
dare suspect.. 

++signal break interrupt Astropathic interference source unknown,++++-I 
am, I am , Iam , Iam aamamamaamIcrawlingdarkcannotcontainIammammmI 
...Tanisia,m++believe t-+++intercept signal reacquired+ anticipate success. 
I will send a further report once they are in my custody.++corrupt++Interu
pt++emptye,ptyemptyneeediamreturn++

--Signal Fragment lost--
Your++..
Inquis++Nauzuth Karkalla
++signal lost++

“The Emperor is All.”
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